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Abstract— The possibility to provide an adequate task as-
sistance using underactuated robots for human-robot tool
comanipulation is investigated. This novel approach does not
take into account any a priori knowledge about user depending
parameters however optimizes the robot-user synergy, for
instance during US breast examinations. Results show that the
examination time can be reduced and a tendency for increasing
scanning accuracy using underactuated robots.

I. COMANIPULATION FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

Comanipulated devices are systems in which the robot and

the user manipulate together the same tool. This paradigm

is particularly interesting for medical applications. Indeed,

unlike teleoperated systems, comanipulation devices allow

the physician to remain with the patient, by directly handling

the instruments that perform the gesture. In an ideal coma-

nipulated system, the medical gesture is unchanged with the

addition of a robot. The robot acts as a device providing

active support to improve performance and to make the

gesture safer. Comanipulation devices can be sorted in three

categories, in function of the task that they perform.

A first task is to localize and calibrate the robot with

respect to the patient. It is based on a typical force control

law. If the desired effort applied by the robot is set to zero

when the surgeon applies an effort onto the tool, the robot

does not resist and so follows the user’s gesture. In [1], a

force compliance mode allows the surgeon to move the robot

in order to locate centers of three pins implanted in a bone

and to compute the appropriate location of the shape to be

cut. In [2], a robotic system for skin harvesting is presented.

When used in the manual mode, the surgeon can move the

robot towards the initial pose on the skin, then towards the

final pose to define the trajectory the robot must follow.

A second class of devices was developed to provide the

surgeon with a better feeling of the tool-patient interaction.

When the laparoscopic tool holder MC2E is force controlled

with a zero desired force, the surgeon can feel the forces

exerted on the tissues and organs without being corrupted by

the trocar friction forces [3]. In [4], Taylor et al. proposed

a steady-hand device for microsurgery. This device allows
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scaling of interaction forces: forces applied by the surgeon

on the eye are much lower than those felt by the surgeon.

This paper focuses on the third category that intends to

guide the user by imposing kinematic constraints on the tool.

To reach this goal, ancestors of “comanipulated” systems

were presented in [5] for neurosurgery and spine surgery.

In this paper, Cinquin et al. present two devices allowing

to position a mechanical guide through which the surgeon

introduces linear operative tools (e.g. drills). The limit of

these systems is that the task must be divided into two

successive actions—the first one is performed by the robot,

and the second one by the surgeon while the robot remains

inactive. As a consequence, only static constraints can be

generated. Real-time adaptation is impossible. To overcome

this, Schneider et al. propose a semi-passive device called

“Passive Arm with Dynamic Constraints” (PADyC, [6]).

Semi-passive means that any motion of the robot requires the

action of the user. Its mechanical design enables to limit the

motions of a tool according to a planned task. A geometrical

zone is defined in which the surgeon can move freely. When

moving out of the zone the surgeon feels forces applied by

the robot to move him/her back inside the prescribed zone.

This function of geometrical guidance is also proposed in

[7] and [8]. Davies et al. present a robot for knee surgery

named ACROBOT (Active Constraint ROBOT). The coma-

nipulation does not result from a mechanical constraint but

is provided by force control. The robot can be provided with

regions of force constraints so that a flat or curved plane can

be cut accurately into the bone to allow a prosthetic implant

to be subsequently fitted. Furthermore, the robot can also be

programmed to prevent any intrusion into adjacent regions,

thus avoiding damage to ligaments. The basic idea behind

active constraint control is to gradually increase the stiffness

of the robot as it approaches the predefined boundary. The

same principle is used to control the Surgicobot robot (based

on a haptic device) which can be programmed with a desired

apparent stiffness within a quite wide range, but without

force sensors [8].

To the best of our knowledge, all systems within this latter

class have sufficient actuated degrees of freedom (DOFs) to

perform the task without a human user. However, imposing

the desired kinematic constraints generally do not require so

many actuators. In this paper, we study through an example

the possibility to provide the adequate assistance for a coma-

nipulation task with an underactuated robot. The immediate

advantage is to have a more compact, less complex system

at a lower cost. Careful attention must yet be paid to the

system design to obtain the appropriate synergic behavior of

the human-robot collaboration.
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The rest of the paper presents the particular medical

context of breast cancer detection and the general comanipu-

lation strategy in Section II. Then, in Section III, the chosen

task and the proposed system are described. Finally, experi-

mental results and discussions are detailed in Section IV.

II. NOVEL COMANIPULATION STRATEGY

FOR US PROBE GUIDING

A. Clinical Context and Requirements

Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a new 3D X-ray

imaging modality that overcomes one of the main limitation

of the (2D) mammography, tissue overlapping. Ultrasound

(US) imaging is the second most used imaging modality in

breast cancer detection and diagnostic. Given the situation

that a DBT scan shows multiple suspicious lesions within a

patient’s breast, the investigator usually calls for a supple-

mentary manual US scan. This complementary examination

aims at identifying tumors among the suspicious lesions. The

big challenge of this additional examination is to find the

previously identified suspicious zone in the US images of the

now uncompressed breast. Note that during DBT scanning

the patients breast is compressed between a paddle and a

detector, in order to avoid image noise due to patient move-

ments like breathing. This is depicted in Fig. 1. However,

for a successful US examination, it is usually necessary to

decompress the patient’s breast, because the compression

paddles used in common DBT scans are not US compatible

due to material characteristics. In addition to the difficult

localization of the lesion, the mental matching between

both image modalities gets more complicated because US

examinations are mostly conducted hours or even days after

the primary DBT scan, when a radiologist has analyzed and

interpreted the DBT images.

A first way to make the US examination easier is to use

novel US compatible compression paddles. This allows a

US examination immediately after the DBT scan, while the

breast remains compressed and so keeps its shape. DBT and

US images show hence breast planes of the same breast pose,

which facilitates the mental matching between both image

modalities and the lesion localization. The radiologist task is

Fig. 1. DBT setup: The X-ray tube turns around its pivot point to scan
the breast from different angles, which is compressed between the detector
and a paddle.

then to find and scan the suspicious zone while maintaining

contact between the probe and the paddle. This task has

4 DOFs, as shown in Fig. 2 and detailed in Section III below:

two translations of the probe tip on the paddle, assumed

to be planar, one rotation along the normal of the paddle

surface, and a second rotation around the intersection line of

the paddle surface and the US image plane.

From the physician point of view, the US scan remains

complex even with this first improvement. He/she has still

to mentally reconstruct the shape and 3D-location of the

suspicious lesion from the DBT images, in order to position

the probe. This mathematical and geometric computation

could be performed easily by a computer. The deduced

information could then be sent to a robot, that would guide

the doctor towards the lesion with an expected increase of

both speed and accuracy.

B. Purpose of Underactuation

The physician’s arm and hand possess enough DOFs to

move the probe while maintaining the contact with the

paddle. The main difficulty to overcome is to locate the lesion

with respect to the US plane. The most relevant pieces of

information that would ease this location are the relative

distance and the direction in which the probe should be

moved to reach the target. This indication can be given by

a force transmitted by the robot on the probe. A 3 DOFs

haptic robot is therefore sufficient to provide the required

assistance, although it is underactuated with respect to the

4 DOFs task—exerting a force on a point of the probe is

clearly not sufficient to perform the task.

This force should be set to zero while the US plane

intersects a lesion, or more generally a region of interest

(ROI), in order to let the examiner translate and/or rotate

the US probe freely. It must then increase progressively to

indicate that he/she is moving away from the ROI, but with

maintaining the possibility to scan regions outside the lesion.

An important requirement of the application is that the

physician must be free to choose the 2D cross-section ob-

served with the US-Probe to analyze the lesion. This means

that he/she must be able to control either the position or

the orientation of the probe (or both). The robot feedback

US Probe

Physician

Compression 

paddle

Breast

Suspicious

Zone

US Plane

Fig. 2. Compressed breast scan with US Probe
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should hence be given without any a priori knowledge of

the user’s strategy to bring back the US plane inside the

ROI. Although it is not the only solution, underactuation

can ensure this freedom of motion, under certain conditions

to guarantee the human-robot-tool system stability. This is

discussed in the next section, after the modeling of the US

scan task and the computation of the required force.

III. TASK DESCRIPTION AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. US Scan Modelling

Fig. 3 depicts the general model of the system. The

ultrasound beam is assumed to be a plane denoted U which

was experimentally validated in [9]. Furthermore, the paddle

is said by the constructor to be a plane denoted π. In the

next, the two following orthonormal coordinate frames are

used :

• FP = (P, ~xP , ~yP , ~zP ), the frame attached to the probe

with ~zP the vector normal to the ultrasound plane and

P the origin of the US-ray.

• F0 = (O, ~x0, ~y0, ~z0), the frame attached to the paddle

with O a point belonging to the plane π and ~z0 the

vector normal to it.

Furthermore, the ultrasound probe is handled by the human

user at point H in such a way that
−−→
PH = −||

−−→
PH||~yP . The

robot can apply a force on the probe at point T , defined as
−→
PT = −||

−→
PT ||~yP . The point of the suspicious lesion which

minimizes the distance to the ultrasound plane U is denoted

I . Its projection on the ultrasound plane is denoted IU .
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Fig. 3. Geometrical modelling

B. Computation of Desired Force

In most surgical applications, the tool (e.g. saw, drill) must

be kept inside a prescribed zone. When it approaches the

border of the “free motion” zone, a common comanipulation

scheme will increase rapidly the force to reach a value that

locks any further motion towards the border. As stated above,

in the present application, the doctor might want to scan

regions around the ROI. Consequently, the robot should not

prevent the user from moving out of the ROI. It should only

apply a force that increases proportionally with the distance
~d =

−−→
IIU between the US plane and the target. This force

~F = k~d (1)

simulates the behavior of an ideal spring with a stiffness k.

The vertical component of this force along ~z0 should be

set to zero in order to avoid any disturbance on the contact

constraint. Therefore,

~F = k
[

~d− (~d · ~z0)~z0

]

. (2)

This spring force should also be damped to maintain

stability even under a rapid change of the distance ~d. This

can occur in configurations where a small rotation of the

probe creates a large variation of the distance. Thus, the force

becomes

~F = k
[

~d− (~d · ~z0)~z0

]

+ c
∆~d

∆t
, (3)

where c is the damping coefficient.

Moreover, a second damping factor was included to avoid

end-effector oscillations. This is required by technical limi-

tations of the robot chosen for the experimental setup (see

Section IV below). It is proportional to the end-effector’s

velocity ~vT = ∆
−→
OT
∆t

computed over the same period ∆t:

~F = k
[

~d− (~d · ~z0)~z0

]

+ c
∆~d

∆t
+ cT

∆
−→
OT

∆t
. (4)

Finally, a constant balancing force was added to compen-

sate the US probe and robot arm weight. This avoids the

user to carry a too heavy weight and prevents the US probe

from falling down once the user releases the probe. The final

force is then

~F = k
[

~d− (~d · ~z0)~z0

]

+ c
∆~d

∆t
+ cT

∆
−→
OT

∆t
+mg~z0, (5)

where the mass m was estimated manually according to the

best haptic sensation.

C. Robot-Probe Interaction

One can state two possible configurations for the relative

placement of the hand and robot end-effector on the probe.

The user might grasp the probe above the robot end-effector

tip (see Fig. 4) or below (see Fig. 5). The second solution,

called hereafter “direct probe grasp”, seems to be more

suitable because the physician can still grasp the probe

at its bottom end with few interference from the robot.

Unfortunately, this leads to an unstable behavior, contrary

to “end-effector grasp” as explained below.

1) Direct Probe Grasp: In case of directly grasping the

probe, the user’s stiffness requires two different control laws

to accomplish the scanning task around a ROI.

Stiff Grasp: The user’s hand is tightened and does not

permit any probe movement or sliding within the hand. To

change the probe’s pose to a desired position the user follows

the direction indicated by the robot. Hence a force in the

direction of the desired probe position, towards the center of

the ROI (POI) I , is applied. Fig. 6 sketches the geometrical

model for this case. H represents the user’s hand, P the

origin of the US plane and T the robot end-effector tip. To

achieve a moving of the US plane U for a stiff user grasp,

a force in fdir has to be applied in T . Note, that due to

the robot architecture, it can only apply forces in T . As the
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Fig. 4. “end-effector grasp”: tool
handling with hand above robot
end-effector tip.

Fig. 5. “direct probe grasp”: tool
handling with hand below robot
end-effector tip.

probe is rigidly attached to T and the user has a stiff grasp,

that means follows the robot indications, fdir causes a hand

movement towards I . This results in a new position for T

and P , T ′ and P ′ respectively, where U intersects I .

Soft Grasp: The user’s hand is relaxed and permits the

probe to change its orientation within the hand when the

robot applies a force. Hence, once the robot moves, the hu-

man grasp provokes a pivot point of the hang-up at the height

of the fingers. This means, the probe orientation changes

with every end-effector shift. Fig. 7 displays the geometrical

representation for this case. To achieve an intersection of the

US plane and the POI, the robot has to apply a force fdir in

the opposite direction as for a stiff grasp. This is due to the

fact that H acts as a rotation point due to the soft grasp.

One can state two different robot control laws for a direct

probe handle which differ only in a sign. The choice of the

control law is hence highly dependent on the user’s stiffness,

i.e. its soft or stiff grasp. As this is not a priori known, the

wrong choice of the force direction can result in an unstable

system which is not appropriate for any system.

2) End-effector Grasp: When manipulating the imaging

tool above the robot end-effector, one can note that in both

cases the direction of the applied force remains the same.

Stiff Grasp: Similar to the case described above, a stiff
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Fig. 6. “direct probe grasp”:
probe orientation and position for
stiff grasps.
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Fig. 7. “direct probe grasp”::
probe orientation and position for
soft grasps.

grasp does not permit any end-effector movement or sliding

within the hand. The user keeps the end-effector tight within

the hand and follows the direction indicated by the robot.

As the probe is rigidly attached to the end-effector, its pose

changes with any end-effector movement. To approach the

US plane to I , a force is hence applied in T in the direction

of the desired probe position. Fig. 8 sketches this principle.

Soft Grasp: The user softly holds the end-effector and

permits it to slide within the hand when the robot applies

a force. Hence, once the robot moves, the human grasp

provokes a pivot point at the fingers level. This means,

the probe orientation is changed whereas the hand position

remains relatively stable. To sight a POI, the robot applies a

force in direction of the POI to change the probe orientation.

Fig. 9 displays the geometrical model for this case.

This analysis for a direct end-effector grasp shows that

regardless of the user’s stiffness the returned force direction

remains the same to successfully accomplish the scanning

task. This is the main reason why we chose to implement

this solution. Furthermore, the returned force indicates the

user a problematic probe state, i.e. a too large distance to

the POI or ROI, and at the same time proposes a solution

to better perform the actual task without restricting the user

movement. As described in Section II, this behavior was one

of the main requirements for this haptic system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Setup

We chose to use a PHANToM Omni robot (SensAble

Technologies, Inc., Woburn, MA). It is a commercially

available 6 DOFs haptic robot. Three DOFs are actuated to

position a point of the end-effector. The three other DOFs

(orientation of the end-effector with respect to the robot base)

are not actuated. This robot is designed to produce a force

feedback at its end-effector tip. The PHANToM Omni robot

hence satisfies the demand of having less steerable degrees

than would be needed to automatically execute the task. In

addition it is easy to handle and has low friction.

To manipulate the US probe, a probe fixation was designed

to rigidly mount the probe on the robot end-effector. This

implies that any force applied on the robot end-effector has
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Fig. 8. “end-effector grasp”:
probe orientation and position for
stiff grasps.
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Fig. 9. “end-effector grasp”:
probe orientation and position for
soft grasps.
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup to validate the comanipulation approach

equally an impact on the probe. In the current work, we made

use of a simple cardiac US probe as it is small and light, so

the robot is strong enough to carry the probe and its fixation.

The experimental setup also comprises a box simulating

the compression paddle surface (Fig. 10) and a screen which

displays a virtual scene. The screen is placed in front of

the subject and shows the actual position of the US probe

with the US plane, as well as its pose with respect to the

virtual ROI and the paddle plane (Fig. 11). This ROI serves

as pointing target and is in reality located within the box

which is placed in front of the robot. In addition a controller

was implemented to manage the visual and haptic feedback,

i.e. the virtual scene and the force applied by the robot.

B. Protocol

To validate the comanipulation principle a test scenario

was developed to perform a scanning task of a given ROI—

a 20 mm diameter sphere—while maximizing speed and

accuracy. The user grasps the probe in its rest position,

approaches the ROI and scans it five times from one side

to the other and back. The subjects were instructed, once in

the ROI, to always intersect the US plane with the ROI and

to perform the task as fast as possible. The orientation of the

US beam had not to be maintained within the ROI.

The task was conducted by 5 subjects in passive (no efforts

are applied) and in active robot mode (with comanipulation

control law). For each of these two configurations, three

different user reactions were compared. First no instructions

on the grasping strategy were given to the user to provoke

an intuitive response to the applied forces. In a second and

third test, a stiff and soft grasp were demanded. In order

to eliminate learning effects on test data, the succession of

tasks with and without robot assistance as well as for stiff

and soft grasps was alternated.

Tests were stopped by the investigator when the fifth

scanning was completed. When performing the tests in active

robot mode, the subjects grasp the end-effector to manipulate

the probe, see grasp strategy analysis in Section III. To

simulate and compare to performances during a standard

US exam without robot comanipulation, the subjects adapted

a ”direct probe grasp” in passive mode. To measure the

Fig. 11. Virtual scene

amelioration criteria like duration and precision, the time

span of each test as well as the distance from the virtual

US plane to the ROI was saved and evaluated.

The user performances for each of the two system config-

urations (active or passive robot) were compared, both with

three different grasping strategies: firm, soft and intuitive

grasping. For each of those six tests, the time needed to

complete the task was clocked. In addition the distance be-

tween the US plane and the center of the ROI was registered.

Based on this data, the average time needed to accomplish

a task was computed. Furthermore, the user movement was

split off in two phases: an approaching and a scanning phase.

The latter one starts once the US plane centers the ROI. The

plane-ROI surface distance was computed for each frame the

US plane does not intersect the ROI during the scanning

phase. Average and maximal distance for each trial was

then determined. Finally the percentage of time frames with

plane-target intersection was identified.

C. Results and Discussion

Table I shows the results for tests using a passive and an

active robot. Regardless of the grasping strategy, a significant

performance enhancement for accuracy and execution time

is observed when using an active robot.

Comparing the time performances for both robot modes,

one can state that users were in average faster using an

active robot. The best average time for a passive robot test

was achieved when manipulating the probe intuitively. An

average time of 7.2 s were needed which is longer than the

worst average timespan needed with comanipulation: 6.8 s

for soft grasp. Best average results regarding performance

time were clearly achieved for active robot tests when the

user has a stiff grasp: 5.5 s.

Analysis of mean plane-ROI distance during the scanning

phase of each trial shows a slight improvement with active

robot assistance regarding mean and standard deviation, for

each grasp strategy. Furthermore, the maximal plane-ROI

distance was in average reduced by one third, which is an

excellent accuracy enhancement.

Regarding the percentage of time frames with plane-ROI

intersection, results are similar when indicating the user to

adopt a certain grasping strategy during active or passive

robot tests. The average percentage of time frames with

intersection is around 54 %. Nevertheless, when handling the

probe intuitively, one can observe a clear tendency towards
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TABLE I

RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENTS USING THE ROBOT IN PASSIVE AND ACTIVE MODES

Passive robot Active robot

Intuition Soft grasp Firm grasp Intuition Soft grasp Firm grasp
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

Completion time [s] 7.29 (2.42) 8.11 (4.34) 7.48 (3.05) 6.04 (1.84) 6.85 (2.68) 5.54 (1.75)
Approaching time [%] 18.26 (6.52) 21.22 (0.04) 22.02(8.50) 24.05 (13.47) 26.78 (11.74) 23.29 (9.71)
Mean distance to ROI [mm] 8.12 (7.02) 6.66 (7.55) 7.38 (6.19) 7.34 (5.21) 5.29 (6.93) 4.99 (3.31)
Max. distance to ROI [mm] 32.20 (21.10) 38.08 (19.94) 34.82 (24.81) 21.14 (7.65) 30.72 (18.65) 25.93 (8.56)
Scanning frames inside ROI [%] 49.35 (15.69) 54.30 (22.11) 54.62 (25.22) 58.78 (17.42) 54.59 (19.12) 53.06 (6.81)

better performances using an active robot support, 59 %

compared to 49 %. Standard deviation tends also to decrease

for the active robot mode.

It is obvious that using a 3D visual interface introduces

a bias—for both active and passive modes—as it provides

the user with 3D information about the scanned object and

the actual plane position. Usually during the current clinical

practice only 2D visual feedback is given by displaying the

actual US image and a 3D slice reconstruction of the patient’s

breast. Investigators normally only have a vague idea about

the lesion location. It is hence likely that results for the scan-

ning task with neither 3D visual feedback nor active robot

support are even worse. Indeed, the measured improvements

can directly be attributed to the proposed robotic assistance,

but further work should be done to quantify the influence of

an improved visual feedback.

Finally, as mentioned in Section I, the medical gesture

should remain unchanged in an ideal comanipulation system.

Due to stability problems identified in Section III, we were

forced to modify the probe grasp. This might have an impact

on the acceptability of the comanipulation system. Future

work is planned to overcome those difficulties.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrates the possibility to provide an ade-

quate task assistance using underactuated robots for human-

robot tool comanipulation. The example studied leans on US

scans examinations consecutive to DBT scans for early breast

cancer detection.

In our approach, a robot comanipulates the hand-held US

probe and is programmed to assist the user in scanning a ROI

previously identified thanks to the DBT scan. It indicates

when the US plane is too far away from the ROI and helps

to come back inside it. Both indication and assistance to

execute the task are done by applying a simple force on the

US probe by the robot end-effector.

We rigidly attached a US probe to a PHANToM Omni

robot for the implementation of this novel system. The

probe pose is hence influenced by the user grasp and the

robot feedback. Additional 3D visual feedback was given by

displaying a virtual 3D scene of the ROI and the US plane.

The user performances using this novel system to conduct

a scanning task were compared to data on usual US scanning

without active robot support but with 3D visual feedback.

Experimental results demonstrate the successful integration

of a robot to an imaging system to improve task accuracy

and completion time regardless of the user grasping strategy.

For intuitive probe handling, results for maximal plane-

ROI distance as well as percentage of frames with plane-

ROI intersection could be markedly improved. Furthermore,

completion time decreases with active comanipulation.

After these first encouraging results, a realistic test setup

has to be conceived to evaluate further implementation pos-

sibilities and minimal robot requirements. Therefore the use

of a higher-performance robot having a larger working space

and stronger force feedback capacities is considered. The

next important step is to improve the robot-probe attachment

to provide the user a standard probe handle, i.e. approach the

robot end effector a maximum towards the probe tip. Finally,

US and DBT data have to be introduced directly to the test

setup to estimate the visual bias on user performances and a

larger validation series has to be performed.
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